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   Foreword   

 It is almost a cliché these days to describe coaching as being a dynamic cross- 
disciplinary approach to creating purposeful positive change. But that’s the fact. 
Coaching has become a widely used and highly valued change methodology; one 
that is increasingly evidence-based and theoretically grounded – and one that is 
more and more being used on a worldwide basis. Despite the global interest in using 
coaching methodologies, there has been relatively little discussion about the use of 
coaching psychology in cross-cultural environments. It is this context that makes 
this book an important and useful contribution to the coaching literature. 

 The core of any emerging discipline is its theoretical foundation. Coaching psy-
chology is informed by a broad range of theoretical approaches. These range from 
the ones more frequently associated with coaching, such as positive psychology, 
strengths-based approaches and appreciative enquiry, to more psychodynamic 
approaches such as Jungian psychology and systemic approaches to leadership and 
organizational development. This book explores these issues and makes an impor-
tant contribution in doing so. 

 In addition to theoretical frameworks, we also need to know that what we do in 
coaching is indeed effective. This is the domain of research. The research base for 
coaching has grown signifi cantly. Whilst still small compared to helping traditions 
such as counselling that have been established for considerable periods of time, we 
now have an emerging empirical evidence base. The coaching research covers a 
broad and fascinating range of issues, from the impact of coaching on goal attain-
ment to the dynamics of the coaching relationship, to systemic issues in organiza-
tional contexts. This is truly a dynamic area of psychology. Because of the growing 
complexity of the coaching research it is not easy to grasp the major research trends 
and key studies – and this book addresses these issues in a clear and accessible 
manner.

One consistent fi nding in the coaching outcome literature is that good coaching 
almost invariably helps people develop a broader range of perspectives, expands 
their sense of self and helps enhance personal resilience. 

 These are vital aspects in these complex and uncertain times. Individuals, teams 
and organizations are grappling to work with increasing social diversity and uncer-
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tain economic and political landscapes. By helping our coaching clients to develop 
their perspective-taking capacity and personal resilience, coaching, as a theoreti-
cally grounded discipline, is ideally placed to be of signifi cant benefi t to individuals, 
organizations and the broader social enterprise. 

 Our discipline of coaching psychology is indeed an exciting and vibrant place. 
We have the opportunity to make signifi cant contributions to the well-being of soci-
ety. This book presents a new benchmark in multicultural aspects of coaching – an 
inclusive approach that is solely needed globally. I encourage you to enjoy and unit-
ize these insights. Onwards!  

    The University of Sydney, Australia Anthony     M.     Grant    

Foreword
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  Pref ace   

 Coaching in psychology has emerged as a growing fi eld in both the discipline and 
profession of broader psychological practice. Within the last decade, research within 
this discipline has increased exponentially, ranging from theoretical contributions to 
validated coaching psychological interventions. Similarly, within the profession, 
various professional psychological societies (e.g. the Australian Psychology Society 
Interest Group for Coaching Psychology, the British Psychological Society, the 
Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology of South Africa) have formed 
professional interest groups to further the practice of coaching psychology within 
industry. Further, alternative professional societies specifi cally focused on coaching 
psychology have also been formed (e.g. International Society for Coaching 
Psychology), which aids in the professionalization of the profession. As such, vari-
ous tertiary educational institutions have started to either incorporate coaching psy-
chology as part of modules within the professional training of psychologists or 
develop dedicated courses to aid in the development of professional coaching psy-
chologists. This provides evidence for not only the interest in the fi eld but also 
emphasizes the need for further exploration, professionalization and application 
within alternative contexts. 

 With this increased interest, a need was identifi ed to investigate coaching psy-
chological processes, practices and contributions within multi-cultural contexts. 
Limited research within popular psychological media, scientifi c journals and spe-
cialist books exists relating to the use of coaching psychological practices within 
multi-cultural, trans-cultural or cross-cultural contexts. Although a limited amount 
of coaching models, methodologies and approaches which have been validated 
could be found within multi-cultural or cross-cultural scientifi c literature, none of 
which are consumed by the mass-market as a result of the restrictions regarding 
consumption/distribution imposed by scientifi c journals. In further support, 
increased technological developments and an enhanced focus on globalization 
emphasize the need for research and practice guidelines on the (a) fundamentals of 
coaching psychology, (b) psychological approaches towards coaching psychology 
and (c) meta-theoretical perspectives and professional applications of coaching psy-
chology within multi-cultural contexts. Moreover, multi-cultural specifi c 
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 psychological approaches, alternative coaching frameworks, models, strategies, 
practice guidelines as well as the competencies required for multi-cultural coaching 
need to be developed. 

 In order to address these needs, this book attempts to facilitate and stimulate 
further interest in the fi eld of multi-cultural coaching psychology through providing 
not only context to theoretical advances in the fi eld but to provide practice guide-
lines and approaches. The aim of this book is therefore to synthesize empirical- 
research- based and theoretical perspectives on coaching psychology in order to 
provide a comprehensible perspective on contemporary research and practice which 
is accessible to researchers and practicing psychology professionals globally. 

 Those aspects discussed in the various chapters provides not only context and 
practice guidelines to professional coaching from a psychological perspective but 
will elaborate upon its complexity within multi-cultural contexts. This book there-
fore provides researchers and practitioners with guidelines to effective coaching 
within multi-cultural environments. This is done through three sections. 

  Part I :  Fundamentals of coaching psychology within multi - cultural contexts . The 
purpose of this section is to contextualize the fundamental processes, principles and 
practice guidelines of coaching psychology within multi-cultural contexts. The aim 
is to provide an interpretive framework through which Part 2 and 3 can be under-
stood and approached. This section is divided into fi ve chapters. Chapter   1     aimed to 
contextualize coaching, coaching psychology and multi-cultural coaching. 
Chapter   2     provides a meta-synthesis of the literature relating to research within the 
fi eld of coaching psychology applied within multi-cultural contexts. Chapter   3     
attempted to provide context to the relationship between the coach and coachee 
through introducing the coach as a fellow human companion. Chapter   4     introduces 
a coaching supervision framework to aid in the professional development of coach-
ing psychologists within multi-cultural contexts. Finally, Chap.   5     presents a philo-
sophical and normative analysis on ethical issues, challenges and approaches within 
coaching psychology applied to the multi-cultural contest. These fi ve chapters pro-
vides context to the alternative psychological approaches towards multi-cultural 
coaching psychology which is presented in Part 2. 

  Part II :  Psychological approaches towards coaching within multi - cultural con-
texts . This section proposed to introduce, develop and contrast psychological mod-
els, approaches and paradigms which are applicable to multi-cultural coaching 
contexts. Similar to Part I, this section also comprises fi ve chapters. First, Chap.   6     
explores the theory underlying the role that psychological ownership can play when 
applied to the GROW model of coaching within a multi-cultural context. Second, 
Chap.   7     presents an evidence-based, theoretical multi-cultural coaching framework 
for authentic leadership development. Third, Chap.   8     presents a narrative on the use 
of appreciative inquiry as a coaching methodology through elaborating on the 
underlying principles of the paradigm through two case studies. Fourth, Chap.   9     
presents a Jungian approach towards coaching psychology through elaborating on 
the use of archetypes within multi-cultural contexts. Finally, Chap.   10     introduces 
systems thinking and trans-cultural perspectives to coaching psychology through 
presenting an alternative multi-cultural systems coaching framework. 
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  Part III :  Meta - theoretical perspectives and applications within multi - cultural 
contexts . The fi nal section of this book is focused on presenting theoretical perspec-
tives and professional applications of coaching psychology within multi-cultural 
contexts. The aim of this section is to provide an outlet for theoretical research 
within the fi eld of multi-cultural psychological coaching psychology as well as pro-
vide an orientation to the professional applications of coaching psychology. 
Chapter   11     introduces an elective depth psychological approach towards conceptu-
alizing the coaching psychologist as a container within team coaching approaches. 
Chapter   12     focuses on establishing the relationship between emotional intelligences, 
the SOAR and team-based collaboration within a coaching psychological process. 
In Chap.   13    , the author discusses strengths-based coaching as an enabler of positive 
psychological outcomes of athletes in multi-cultural sporting environments. Chapter 
  14     highlights the use of symbolism, art, myths and dreams as projective tools within 
the coaching relationship. Within Chapter Chap.   15,     the authors aim to contrast two 
prominent paradigms in psychology (positive psychology and the person-centred 
approach) against a strengths-based multi-cultural coaching model. Chapter   16     
aims to evaluate the experiences of emerging psychologists relating to an evidence- 
based training methodology in order to provide structured guidelines for the devel-
opment of a multi-cultural coaching training programme. Chapter   17     aims to 
develop a coaching relationship competency framework through evidence-based 
coaching practices. Finally, Chap.   18     of this book focuses on determining the future 
direction of multi-cultural coaching psychology for both the discipline (research) 
and the profession (practice) presented against the backdrop of the preceding 
chapters. 

 Through the systematic integration of the aforementioned chapters, a compre-
hensive overview of multi-cultural coaching psychology is presented. It acts as a 
conduit to link the dynamic world of coaching psychology, to the unique approaches, 
challenges and opportunities within multi-cultural contexts. As the editors of this 
text, we hope that this provides both researchers and practitioners with insight, 
guidelines and practical ‘tools’ for practicing coaching psychology within multi- 
cultural contexts. We believe that this volume will act as a roadmap and guideline 
for multi-cultural coaching psychologists in the years to come.  

      Vanderbijlpark, South Africa Llewellyn     E.     van Zyl     
 Vanderbijlpark, South Africa    Marius     W.     Stander      
Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa    Aletta     Odendaal    
  November 2015 
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